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About This Game

Introduction:

Low poly FPS Shooter/Survival meme game where player character mission is to find 5 keys in every level to complete level.
Player needs to avoid different kind of traps and also dummy Patrol Police Army. Player hasn't any weapons when game started.

You need to find weapons. Game contains 4 weapons: Rifle, Grenade, Launcher, Shotgun. There are also health pick-ups and
ammo pick-ups. So kill enemies and find missing keys. This game is low poly FPS meme shooter

Features:

- 4 Weapons
- 9 different themed levels

- Traps and police army
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Title: Battle Of Keys
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Tero Lunkka
Publisher:
Tero Lunkka
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 8

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 800 series

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct x9

English
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At just 60p per car this is an absolute steal.
Only tried the Audi R8 LMS GT3 as of yet and that's fantastic.
People moaning about buying the dlc at this price amaze me.
A certain simulator, that I'm a member of but no longer use, charge over twice this price for a single car!

Well done Kunos :). Note: It's worth reading the comments section back & forth I have had with the Developers, they seem
commited to fixing the things I've addressed and they genuinely seem invested in creating a high quality product, I won't edit the
words below, but this is more of a 50\/50 Sideways Thumb review than it sounds. I did return it, but I will be watching for patch
notes and will likely jump back in.

- The game begins with a 1 minute multi-lingual disclaimer that you can't skip, there was enough room to put all the text in both
languages on the 1 screen (which the game does at other points, but not here, no, here it was necessary to split them up for no
reason; in the settings you can toggle Menu Language, but evidently they thought doubling an intros length with a language you
didn't select was worthwhile)

- Good intro cutscene setting up a story that is about to be ignored and you can't skip this either, then you get a black screen &
an immensely long load time with no loading bar which made me think the game had crashed or didn't work at all.

- You're loaded into the first level facing the opposite direction and immediately being fired upon (i guess this is where the
"hardcore" begins).

- The game setting up a story where you are going to search for your daughters kidnappers (but who could they be?) & then
you're immediately assaulted by every gunman in the city is nonsense.

- Most of the ironsights obscure the view so much making them just blind firing because it doesn't appear they are actually
looking down the sight in the manner you'd need to for each weapon just putting it in the centre of the screen & where the
persons eyes would need to look.

- Many of the keys are active during the intro cutscene, you can fire, reload, use the ironsights and one of the keys even causes
the sound to glitch out as it skipped to the newsreader talking way earlier than it should have triggered, if this audio (which isn't
synced to the newsreaders lips anyway) is recorded in 2 clips, then a key is acting as a fast forward perhaps Switch Weapon, I
was pressing all the buttons to try and skip the intro during my third attempt to see if it would actually load.

All in all, the wait wasn't worth it; it's a linear corridor shooter that settled on the idea that "hardcore" means methodically
memorising enemy spawn positions for a later playthrough and not difficult but still fun & then charged $20 for it.

Environments are great & the trailer is well cut.. The Haunted Island, a Frog Detective Game is a short first-person mystery
game where you play as, of course, a frog detective. I attended Fantastic Arcade in Austin, Texas in October and had the chance
to watch a game demo presentation from the developer, Grace Bruxner. Hearing her talk through the game in person was really
fun in it of itself, and playing the game soon after, it was clear that this game is very much an extension of Bruxner's humor and
silly personality.

The Haunted Island, a Frog Detective Game is weird and adorable, it doesn't take itself super seriously. This game only takes
about an hour to beat, so it's worth taking your time to find every detail and have every conversation.

See full review: https://www.sleepytoadstool.com/reviews/the-haunted-island-a-frog-detective-game-2018. this is a great pack.
its allright. nothing outstanding, but a nice litle game
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Night Environment for NY DLC is very detailed. In Default FSX my road isn't visible (Day), but in night DLC it is, although
they added a bit more lights. I wish they had a day version. I flew to the NY PA boarder and there are some lights in PA, thou
not as detailed. This DLC is a bit pricey but very nice, especially considering you have the entire state of New York. FSX alone
may not look good but the night dlc made a huge difference. Very repeatable ...Nice physics and graphics but the story and the
quests are very repeatable!I barely completed the game..Mixed feelings.But its more like no from me.I ve played every far cry
and i liked it but this i dont know.... In all honesty, this is one of THE most useful packs in this game for lures. it comes with 2
rods [one of them would be for muskies and the sorts] but in all honesty i just didnt like that one so i sold it. but for muskie
fishermen and people usually going after the larger fish, the rod would be perfect. But the lighter one. ITS GREAT. i think thats
one the 2 rods i keep with me at all times for its basically my all usage rod. it works great on every medium to medium large fish
and can go up against some of the salmon in alberta. if you need a lure rod pack, this is the one you should get.. Best game,
much t-bag, love love. Fun little tycoon game. It's a pretty quick game, but the price reflects that. As another guy mentioned,
once you figure out the recipes it gets pretty easy. Still a fun game worth trying out!. OH MY GOD I FRICKIN' LOVE THIS
GAME!

Even though I'm rythmically challenged and haven't played anything lioke this since Taiko no Tatsujin on PSP, this is great
stuff. Looked at Audioshield but this has a variety of instruments for the short of attention span like me. OK baked in audio
tracks but they are pretty good tunes (some quite catchy)!
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